
PHILOSOPHY
(specialty 09.00.13)

Biryukova Ju.A. Soviet state and church during the years of 1920-1930s: the character of rela
tions at places (according to the materials of Rostov region archives )

It is considered the relations of the Don region and North-Caucasus territory state systems that 
held politics of the Soviet authority towards the church, church communities and religious popula
tion in 1920s-1930s. The author outlines the situation, tends to trace the dynamics appeared within 
the sphere of such interaction in terms of social and political peculiarities of the region. It is defined 
the  methods  of  authority's  influence  on  the  religious  views of  the  population.  The  majority of 
sources that are used in the work are introduced into the scientific sphere for the first time. 

Key words: Soviet state, legislation, Orthodox church, church and state seperation, anti reli
gious propaganda, religion, “tikhonovtsi”, split, renovation, Gregorian church.

Pedagogical institute
Southern federal university                                                                                    November,27,2009

Brachoun T.A. The sources of ethnic tolerance of native minor population in the North (on the 
example of the Chukchi people)

It is analyzed the reasons of the Chukchi people's high level  of  tolerance. It is underlined that 
the ethnic tolerance tends to comprehend other cultures positively. It is pointed out the stages of ac
culturation of the Chukchi people with typical of them characteristic features and dominant strategy.

Key words: ethnic culture, ethnic tolerance, stereotypes, autostereotypes, heterostereotypes, 
assimilation, integration, separatism, segregation.

North-Eastern
state university                                                                                                       November, 17,2009

Vakhrusheva E.Ju. The formation of the scientific approach to the problem of art specificity in 
the Russian culture science during 20-30s of the XXth century

It is discussed the question on the scientific approach to the problem of the socialistic art 
specificity. Within the Soviet period the attitude to “artistic taste” is referred to the “artistic law” re
quiring deep analysis and concretion nowadays. The formation and the usage of this approach is 
connected with the process of self-affirmation of the Soviet art at that time. Its comprehension is di
rected to the materialism and dialectics in the perception of artistic creative work  and is a compli
cated way to the methodological height  in the “taste grasp”. Revolutionary art of this epoch reflects 
its individuality that is embodied in the artistic position towards objective reality.

Key words: art, Soviet art, Soviet period, artistic taste, Marx and Lenin analysis.

North-Causasus
scientific center of HS SFU                                                                                   December,15,2009

Kapoustin N.S. The stages of philosophy of religion development
It is given a brief description of religious problems the core of which is philosophy of reli

gion, it is formulated the new definition of the supernatural. It is analyzed the main stages of philos
ophy of religion formation that allows to decide more deeply the problems of spiritual revival and 
moral refinement of society and personality during our post-Soviet period.



Key words: religion, supernatural, spirituality, Absolutes, faith, religion evolution, transcen
dence.

Southern
federal university                                                                                                     December,16,2009

Kovalev V.V. The crisis of the value system of modern Russian elite: philosophic aspect
The value elite crisis is characterized by the lack of value orientations from the direction of 

which depend the society development as a whole and the elite in particular. Beginning with the 90s 
of the XXth century the dominant value was consumption. Nowadays in terms of industrial and 
banking crisis  the increase of consumption is extremely impeded. Because of this there is a crucial 
need in value patterns and models that explain the way the values can be realized.  

Key words: value, elite, value system, spiritual crisis, value orientations, political values, val
ue patterns.

Pedagogical institute
Southern federal university                                                                                    December,21,2009

(specialty 09.00.08)

Bouryakova O.S. Information revolution within the process of social and economic develop
ment of society

The main stages of civilization development are analyzed that present corresponding informa
tion revolutions. Within the development of society the amount of information grows.  Knowledge 
touched new spheres of life, became more detailed and deep. Each information revolution has social 
contents  as the process of informatization actively influences all the bases of human being. The 
regular information revolution proves that the invention of new technologies will lead to deep and 
profound social and economic changes in society.

Key words: information, civilization, technological revolution, information revolution, infor
mation communications, society.

South-Russian university
of economics and service                                                                                        November,15,2009

ECONOMICS
(specialty 08.00.05)

Aleinova A.A. The necessity in investment attractiveness assessment of companies of the indus
trial type

It is defined the meaning of investment attractiveness of industrial companies including com
panies of chain structures. Nowadays the assessment of investment potential of an industrial compa
ny plays an important role in taking investment decisions, especially in terms of different financial 
crises. 

Key  words:  investment  attractiveness,  industrial  company,  investment  potential,  financial 
strategy of the industrial company.

Moscow state university
of technologies and management                                                                          December,5,2009



Tantsevilo V.V. Agricultural complex of Rostov region as a segment of the world market
It is analyzed the reproduction base of the agricultural complex of Rostov region; discussed 

the dynamics of gross yield and price data of grain, their impact on the development of food and 
processing industries. It is assessed the character of export of consumer goods and it is underlined 
that partially got production is a third part of export delivery. It is offered to analyze the branch of 
AIC as a point of economics growth of the region. 

Key words: agricultural complex, export of consumer goods, agricultural production.

North-Caucasus scientific
center of High school SFU                                                                                       December,7,2009

  


